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Abstract — This work consists in studying thermal behavior of classical electrical energy storage (batteries), hybrid (batteries / 
supercapacitors) and controlled hybrid system. We will use in this study a Lithium-Ion battery, an electrochemical double layer 
supercapacitor and a variable Load, that corresponds to electrical vehicles dynamic operation, to illustrate the performance of these 
storage units. Under Matlab / Simulink environment will be treated classical, hybrid followed by controlled hybrid system. The results 
obtained by simulation confirm the interest of integrating supercapacitors into a battery-based electrical energy storage system. The 
controllable hybrid storage unit also made it possible to relieve batteries perfectly and to protect them from high temperature level. 

Index Terms— Battery, Supercapacitor, Hybrid Storage, Thermal Behavior, Electric Vehicle, Energy Storage Control System. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  

Electrical energy storage technologies are very diverse, de-

pending on the nature of the needs and the kind of applica-

tions [1]. Especially, electric vehicles require on-board storage 

solutions, intelligent and able to ensure a good quality of en-

ergy [2]. This induces the response to the varying needs of the 

drive chain and essentially the ability to provide electrical 

power peaks of starting, acceleration and deceleration [3]. 

Conventional energy storage systems for electric vehicles use 

generally batteries, which rely mainly on the conversion of 

chemical to electrical energy [4]. But the batteries have too 

slow dynamic and don’t support high power fluctuations, as 

this will negatively affect their performance [5]. 

The use of supercapacitors (SC) as a complementary storage 

element to batteries is a technique adapted to applications that 

require a rapid exchange of power demand and a large storage 

capacity [6]. In recent years, this storage technique is the sub-

ject of research activity through numerous scientific programs. 

The hybrid storage topologies Batteries-Supercapacitors are 

various, and they depend particularly on the type of use [7]. 

For the studied case we have selected a parallel topology 

which consists in using a DC / DC converter to separate the 

batteries from the DC bus, and to connect the supercapacitor 

pack directly on the DC bus (Fig. 1), this choice makes it pos-

sible to ensure better efficiency in terms of cost, weight and 

power control [8]. 

Such a configuration reflects an optimization of energy trans-

fer, since it makes it possible to show the interest of hybridiza-

tion [9], its positive impact to maintain battery performance, 

and to meet the needs of applications that require a rapid 

response to variations and load peaks [10]. 

In the present work, we will study, modelize and simulate 

under Matlab / Simulink environment a hybrid storage based 

on batteries and supercapacitors, in which we are only inter-

ested in the energy exploitation phase, to illustrate thermal 

behavior of the battery against dynamic loads. 

This paper is organized as follows : After Introduction is given 

in the first section, the system description and modeling are 

presented in Section 2. The study of electrical equivalent cir-

cuit of the system is dressed in Sections 3. Section 4 introduces 

a proposed data for simulation and the DC Bus control meth-

od. Section Simulation Results and Discussion elaborate the 

thermal performance analysis of the combinaison battery and 

supercapacitor. Conclusions are given in the last section. 
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2    ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND 

MODELING 

2.1 Energy Storage System Description 

The main parts of this storage system are : the battery that can 

provide high energy but lower power density and the super-

capacitor that can deliver high power but lower energy densi-

ty [11]. This hybrid storage unit is feeding a dynamic load. The 

battery is connected to the bus through a DC / DC converter 

and the supercapacitor is directly connected to this bus. This is 

the parallel topology, which can only provides the control of 

the battery. The supercapacitor is responding instanuously. 
 

 

2.2 Battery Model 

In this work, we use Matlab Model for lithium-ion battery. 

Two models will be presented below (with and without tem-

pearature effect). For each model the discharge equation will 

be presented. The lithium-ion battery model without tempera-

ture effect is given as [12] : 
 

Vbatt(it , i∗, i) =   E0 − K
Q

Q − it
. i∗ − K

Q

Q − it
. it 

                                +A. exp(−B. it) − R𝑏 . i 
(1) 

 

The impact of temperature on the model parameters is repre-

sented bellow [13,14] :  
 

Vbatt(it , i∗, i, T, Ta) =   E0(T) − K(T)
Q(Ta)

Q(Ta) − it
. (i∗ + it) 

                                         +A. exp(−B. it)  − C. it − Rb(T) . i 

(2) 

With : 

E0(T) =   E0|Tref
+

∂E

∂T
(T − Tref) (3) 

K(T) =   K|Tref
 .  exp(α. (

1

T
−

1

Tref

) (4) 

Q(Ta) =   Q|Ta
+

∆Q

∆T
(Ta − Tref) (5) 

Rb(T) =   Rb|Tref
 .  exp(β. (

1

T
−

1

Tref

) (6) 

 

The cell or internal temperature T, at any given time t, is ex-

pressed as : 

T(t) =  𝐿−1(
𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑅𝑡ℎ + 𝑇𝑎

1 +  𝑠 .  𝑡c
) (7) 

Where :  

P𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 =   (E0(𝑇) − 𝑉batt(T)) . i +
∂E

∂T
. i . T (8) 

2.3 Supercapacitor Model 

The supercapacitor is an emerging technology in the field of 

energy storage systems. Energy storage is performed by the 

means of static charge rather than of an electro-chemical pro-

cess that is inherent to the battery [15,16,17]. The Supercapaci-

tor model used in this work is a Generic Matlab Model param-

eterized to represent most popular types of supercapacitors 

[18,19]. The supercapacitor output voltage is expressed using a 

Stern equation as: 
 

V𝑠𝑐 =   
𝑁𝑠𝑄𝑇𝑑

𝑁𝑝𝑁𝑒𝜀𝜀0𝐴𝑖
 

            +
2𝑁𝑒𝑁𝑠𝑅𝑇𝑜

𝐹
𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ−1(

𝑄𝑇

𝑁𝑝𝑁𝑒
2𝐴𝑖√8𝑅𝑇𝑜𝜀𝜀0𝑐

) − 𝑅𝑠𝑐 . 𝑖𝑠𝑐  
(9) 

With :   𝑄𝑇 = ∫ 𝑖𝑠𝑐 𝑑𝑡 

 

3 SIMPLIFIED ELECTRIC CIRCUIT OF HYBRID ENERGY 

STORAGE SYSTEM  

In this section, the electrical circuit is studied in order to estab-

lish the current ratio contribution for each component in the 

system. Because, the current is the main temperature cause of 

the battery [20]. 

3.1 Electrical Equivalent Circuit 

We consider the following simplified equivalent electrical 

circuit: 

 
 

The battery and supercapacitor are considered in this study as 

ideal voltage sources in series with their internal resistors. 

 

Fig. 1 Parallell Topology Energy Storage System 

 

Fig. 2 Hybrid Energy Storage Equivalent circuit 
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3.2 System Characteristics 

Thevenin Equivalent parameters of the circuit in Fig. 2 are : 
 

RT = Rb // Rsc  =
Rb .  Rsc

Rb  +   Rsc
 (10) 

 

VT =
 Vb/Rb  +  Vsc/Rsc

1/Rb  +   1/Rsc
 =

 Rsc. Vb  +  Rb. Vsc

Rb  +   Rsc
 (11) 

 

The circuit can be modeled by the following equation: 
 

[
Rb  +   Rch Rch

Rch Rsc  +   Rch
] [

Ib

Isc
] = [

Vb

Vsc
] (12) 

 

Currents are then : 
 

Ib =
(Rsc  + Rch) . Vb − Rch . Vsc

Rb .  Rsc + (Rb  + Rsc) . Rch
 (13) 

 

Isc =
(Rb  + Rch) . Vsc − Rch . Vb

Rb .  Rsc + (Rb  + Rsc) . Rch
 

(14) 

 

Bus Voltage is given by : 
 

Vbus =
 Vb/Rb  +  Vsc/Rsc

1/Rb  +   1/Rsc + 1/Rch
 

(15) 

 

3.3 Maximal Load Calculation 

If Rch = RT, we have a maximum transfer of power given by : 

 

Pmax =
VT

2

4RT
=

 (Rsc. Vb  +  Rb. Vsc)2

4 Rb Rsc (Rb  +   Rsc)
 (16) 

 

3.4 Supercapacitor Contribution Ratio 

The supercapacitor current contribution ratio is given by : 

𝛼𝑠𝑐(%) =
𝐼𝑠𝑐

𝐼𝑠𝑐  + 𝐼𝑏
 

                   =
 (𝑅𝑏  +   𝑅𝑠𝑐). 𝑉𝑠𝑐 + 𝑅𝑐ℎ. 𝑉𝑏

(𝑅𝑏  +   2𝑅𝑠𝑐). 𝑉𝑠𝑐 + (𝑅𝑠𝑐  +   2𝑅𝑠𝑐). 𝑉𝑏
 . 100 

(17) 

 

4 SIMULATION DATA AND DC BUS LOGIC CONTROL 

In a storage energy system, the sizing of the various elements 

(batteries, supercapacitors and converters) is carried out ac-

cording to the predictions of the desired autonomy and the 

power demanded by the load [21]. The goal of our study is not 

the sizing of the storage unit, but to study its behavior. In our 

case study, the DC bus voltage is fixed to 12.6V. The load that 

has been selected allows the simulation of the behavior of the 

motors during start-up and during nominal operation. 

4.1 System Case study 

For our case study, the battery, supercapacitor and the load 

are chosen as follow : 

TABLE 1 

BATTERY PARAMETERS 
 

Parameters Value 

Nominal Voltage 

Rated capacity  

Initial state-of-charge  

Battery response time 

Cut-off Voltage  

Fully charged voltage  

Nominal discharge current  

Internal resistance  

Capacity at nominal voltage  

Exponential zone Voltage 

Exponential zone Capacity 

Initial cell temperature  

Nominal ambiant temperature  

Thermal resistance, cell-to-ambient  

Thermal time constant, cell-to-ambient 

Permissible discharge temperature 

12.6  V 

40 Ah 

100 % 

30s 

10.5 V 

13.8 V 

20 A 

15e-3 Ohm 

30.14 Ah 

13.1 V 

0.5 Ah 

20 °C 

20 °C 

0.6411 °C/W 

4880 s 

–20 to 60 °C 

 

TABLE 2 

SUPERCAPACITOR PARAMETERS 
 

Parameters Value 

Rated capacitance  

Equivalent DC serie resistance 

Rated voltage  

Number of series capacitors  

Number of parallel capacitors  

Initial voltage  

Operating temperature  

Number of layers  

Molecular radius  

Permittivity of electrolyte material  

10e4 F 

1e-3 Ohm 

12.6 V 

5 

2 

13.8 V 

25 °C 

1 

1e-9 m 

6.0208e-10 F/m 

 

Load Characteristics : 

The load that has been selected allows the simulation of the 

behavior of the motors during start-up and during nominal 

operation, acceleration and deceleration. The nominal current 

has been chosen equal to 40A and the maximum current to 

400A. 
 

4.2 The control logic of the system 

Our goal is to keep the bus voltage at the reference value and 

the battery temperature within the allowable limits. In order to 

do so, we propose to control the battery current contribution 

to its nominal value when the supercapacitor is able to pro-

vide the load demand. If the supercapacitor is discharged we 

remove the current limitation of the battery and we monitor its 

temperature, if it reaches the maximum level we disconnect 

the load. 
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5 SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The system is implemented in Matlab/Simulink environment 

that provide a simulation platform through the integration of 

the transfer functions or the implementation of the physical 

elements with SimPowerSytems library. 

In order to analyze the battery behavior, the simulation tests 

were performed with different operating conditions. We pro-

posed three simulation tests that represent battery thermal 

behavior in classical, hybrid and controlled hybrid energy 

storage system. To explain the interest of adding a supercapac-

itor to a conventional energy storage system, its contribution is 

presented in the last part of this section. For all simulations, 

the battery and supercapacitor are assumed initially charged. 

 

5.1 Battery Behavior Analysis 

Battery temperature evolution has been simulated with two 

load profiles (constant and dynamic). The simulation time was 

chosen so that it is equal to battery discharge time. 
 

Constant Load Profile : 

For a constant current draw equal to 40 A, the battery full 

discharge time is about 3600 seconds. Battery parameters evo-

lution is given in Fig. 3 (a-d). 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

For this simulation, temperature rises from ambient 20 °C to 

37 °C after one hour of operation. It stays within the permissi-

ble limits. We also notice that there is no voltage drop. This 

load profile represents a normal and favorable operating re-

gime for the battery. 

 

Dynamic Load Profile : 

To simulate a dynamic regime, the current draw goes from 40 

A to 400 A repeatedly. During 700 seconds, the total discharge 

time of the battery, the results obtained are given in Fig. 4 (a-

d). 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.a. Constant current profile 

 
 

Fig. 3.b. Temperature evolution for a constant current 

 
 

Fig. 3.c. Voltage evolution for a constant current 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.d. State of charge evolution for a constant current 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.a. Dynamic current profile 
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For this load profile, the allowable temperature limit is 

reached after 500 seconds. This temperature is constantly 

evolving to reach 90 °C at 700 seconds. 

We also notice that there is a large voltage drop of about 40% 

compared to the reference voltage. This load profile represents 

the critical regime that can bring the battery out of its normal 

operation. 

 

5.2 Battery and Supercapacitor Behavior Analysis 

According to section 5.1, we notice that the battery is able to 

supply power to applications requiring a constant current. On 

the other hand, variable regimes require the introduction of a 

power density element such a supercapacitor, which can re-

spond quickly to high instantaneous current calls [22]. 

In this part we will be interested in the contribution of super-

capacitors in this classic storage system. The dynamic profile 

load is chosen as in Fig. 4.a. Simulation results are given in 

Fig. 5 (a-d). 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.b. Temperature evolution for a dynamic current 

 
 

Fig. 4.c. Voltage evolution for a dynamic current 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.d. State of charge evolution for a dynamic current 

 

 
 

Fig. 5.a. Battery and supercapacitor current contribution 

 
 

Fig. 5.b. Temperature evolution for a dynamic current 

 
 

Fig. 5.c. Voltage evolution for a dynamic current 
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According to these simulation results, there is a great perfor-

mance evolution of a hybrid storage system compared to a 

conventional system. Despite large current draws, the battery 

temperature only changed by 2.5 °C after 700 seconds and the 

voltage drop remained almost below 5% of the reference volt-

age. During this kind of operation the supercapacitor assures 

the responses to the power demands, while the battery con-

tributes accordingly to supplement the load current demand. 

The battery remains relieved and its temperature became con-

stant. In the studied case, the supercapacitor begins to con-

tribute by a value of 90% or 360 A. After 700 seconds, its con-

tribution fell to 80% because of its state of charge decrease. For 

current calls of 400A, the contribution of the battery has con-

tinued to increase from 40 A to 80 A. In this case no current 

limitation was imposed to the battery. 
 

5.3 Battery with DC/DC Converter and Supercapacitor 
Behavior Analysis 

Hybrid energy system with controllable DC/DC converter was 

simulated in order to see the improvement made by limiting 

current flow from the battery. The dynamic profile load is 

chosen as in Fig. 4.a. The voltage drop and the temperature 

rise are given in Fig. 6 (a-d). 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

For this simulation the battery current was limited to 35A. 

This new storage system has further increased the perfor-

mance of a hybrid system. The presence of a converter allowed 

us to limit the current on the one hand and on the other hand 

to regulate the voltage. The battery temperature changed by 

0.7 °C after 700 seconds and the voltage drop remained almost 

below 1% of the reference voltage. 

 
 

Fig. 5.d. State of charge evolution for a dynamic current 

 

 
 

Fig. 6.a. Battery and supercapacitor current contribution 

 
 

Fig. 6.b. Temperature evolution for a dynamic current 

 
 

Fig. 6.c. Voltage evolution for a dynamic current 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.d. State of charge evolution for a dynamic current 
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5.4 Battery and Supercapacitor Contribution 

Referring to Section 3 equations, and considering the voltage 

levels of the battery and the supercapacitor equal. The equiva-

lent electrical circuit parameters of the hybrid storage system 

are given in Table 3. 
 

TABLE 3 

ELECTRICAL EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT PARAMETERS 
 

Parameters Values 

Battery Voltage 

Supercapacitor Voltage 

Thevenin Resistance 

Thevenin Voltage 

Maximum Power 

12.6 V 

12.6 V 

0.94 mΩ 

12.6 V 

42 336 W 

 
 

The evolution of the system parameters are given in Table 4. 

Two cases are mentioned, namely : 40A and 400A. 
 

TABLE 4 

EVOLUTION OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS BASED ON CURRENT 
 

Parameters 
Load Current 

40 A 400 A 

Load Resistance 

Bus Voltage 

Voltage Drop 

Battery Current 

Supercapacitor Current 

Supercap. Contribution Ratio  

314.0 mΩ 

12.56 V 

0.30 % 

2.5 A 

37.5 A 

93.8 % 

30.6 mΩ 

12.23 V 

2.98 % 

25.0 A 

375.0 A 

93.8 % 
 

Table 4 shows that the voltage drop increases with the current 

draw and it is given by the following formula : 𝑉𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑟𝑒𝑓
− 𝑅𝑇. 𝐼𝑐ℎ . 

For the case studied, the voltage drop will be greater than 5% 

of the reference voltage for a current draw greater than 672A. 

We also notice that the contribution of the supercapacitor in 

this storage system is about 94% due to its very low internal 

resistance. 
 

6 CONCLUSION 

Battery thermal behavior in hybrid energy storage for dynam-

ic loads is illustrated in this paper. The battery model taking 

into account the temperature effect has been presented. Then, 

to demonstrate the limitation of conventional storage system 

we test the battery with constant and peak power demands. 

We notice that the temperature reaches permissible limit and 

the voltage drop was high. Then, the importance of using 

supercapacitors for dynamic load has been elaborated. Battery 

temperature remains within the allowable limit, but the volt-

age drop is near 5%. The control of the battery current flow 

allowed us to remove this voltage drop.  
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NOMENCLATURES 

 
Vbatt Battery voltage (V) 

E0 Constant voltage (V) 

K Polarization constant (Ah−1) 

i* Low frequency current dynamics (A) 

i Battery current (A) 

it Extracted capacity (Ah) 

Q Maximum battery capacity (Ah) 

A Exponential voltage (V) 

B Exponential capacity (Ah−1) 

Rb Battery internal resistance (Ω) 

Tref Nominal ambient temperature (K) 

T Cell or internal temperature (K) 

Ta Ambient temperature (K) 

∂E/∂T Reversible voltage temperature coefficient (V/K) 

α Arrhenius rate constant for the polarization resistance 

β Arrhenius rate constant for the internal resistance 

ΔQ/ΔT Maximum capacity temperature coefficient (Ah/K) 

C Nominal discharge curve slope (V/Ah) 

Rth Thermal resistance, cell to ambient (°C/W) 

tc Thermal time constant, cell to ambient (s) 

Ploss Overall heat generated during charge/discharge (W) 

isc Supercapacitor current (A) 

Vsc Supercapacitor voltage (V) 

Rsc Supercapacitor total resistance (ohms) 

Ne Number of layers of electrodes 

Np Number of parallel supercapacitors 

Ns Number of series supercapacitors 

QT Electric charge (C) 

R Ideal gas constant 

d Molecular radius 

To Operating temperature (K) 

ε Permittivity of material 

ε0 Permittivity of free space 

Ai Interfacial area between electrodes and electrolyte (m2) 

c Molar concentration (mol/m3) 

F Faraday constant  

Vbusref
 Bus voltage reference   

RT Thevenin resistance 

VT Thevenin voltage 

Rch Load resistance 

Ich Load current 

Pmax Maximal power transfer 

αsc Supercapacitor contribution ratio 
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